
Contrasting straight lines with carved, flowing patterns, the stunning TANAMI credenza is a standout. At home in any 

room,  the credenza’s versatile storage is designed to keep contents organized and out of view. The cabinet also features wire management and 

integrated ventilation, allowing it to serve as the foundation of a small media system.
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For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average 
sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/
or copyright laws. “Tanami” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact 
BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged 
with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI

TA N A M I™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

n	Scuplted cabinet floats on elegant polished chrome legs.
n	Doors conceal four compartments, each with an adjustable shelf.

7109 CREDENZA

Recommended TV Size  up to 85"
Arena TV Mount Compatibility  N/A
Dimensions 32H x 84 x 18 in  
 81H x 213 x 46 cm
Component Capacity  8–12
Number of Adjustable Shelves 4
Adjustable Shelf Increments  1.25 in  |  32 mm; 5 positions
Top Shelf Capacity  175 lbs  |  79 kg
Weight  176 lbs  |  80 kg

Interior Compartment (x4)
Dimensions 19H x 19 x 16 in 
 49H x 48 x 41.5 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity  50 lbs  |  23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity  100 lbs  |  45 kg
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Wire management channels and ventilated shelves allow the credenza to be 
used to support a large TV and compact media system.


